Chesapeake Public Schools

GRADUATION EXERCISES

Deep Creek High School

Monday, August 10, 2020
6:00 p.m.

Virtual Commencement Ceremony
Dear Graduate,

Today is a very special day for you and your family, as well as for Chesapeake Public Schools. As you eagerly anticipate the opportunities of the future, please take a moment to reflect with pride upon your academic and personal successes. This is a time to share fond memories and to celebrate the strong spirit of optimism all around you. It is, above all, a time for you and your classmates to take an important step that will lead to a productive and successful future.

Your graduation ceremony represents an important milestone in your life. During the past thirteen years, you and your classmates have encountered a number of challenges. With the help of parents, family members, teachers, and friends, you have met those challenges. In doing so, you have learned one of life's most valuable lessons; that is, the key to success often lies in an individual's ability to challenge oneself in order to reach his or her highest potential.

Whether you are entering the workforce, the military, or an institution of higher learning, I am confident that you are academically prepared for the world which awaits you. Whatever course your future takes, it is my sincere hope that you will look back on your years in Chesapeake Public Schools as having prepared you for success.

May you always experience the joys of a meaningful life, the respect of your fellow man, and the love of family and friends.

Sincerely,

Dr. Jared A. Cotton
Superintendent

COMMENCEMENT
Monday, August 10, 2020, 6:00 p.m.

National Anthem
Welcome
Introduction of Speaker
 Speakers
Student Council President
Senior Class President
Salutatorian
Valedictorian
Valedictorian
Principal's Remarks
Recognition
Presentation of Diplomas
Alma Mater
Declaration of Graduation
Close

Brian G. Haughinberry, Principal
Shante D. Asprey, Assistant Principal
Nina Briana Santana
Marteon Terrance Granberry
Demitade Oluwatimilehin Adewole
Amayr Muhammad Babar
William Andrew McRoberts
Brian G. Haughinberry, Principal
Christine M. Sperelakis-Babb, Assistant Principal
Jason P. Walker, Assistant Principal
Brian G. Haughinberry, Principal
Craig W. Daniel, Assistant Principal
Brian G. Haughinberry, Principal
Salute to the Class of 2020
Logan Douglas Adams  
Demilade Oluwatimilehin Adewole^ §>  
Seth Benjamin Albert  
Ginger Ashlee Allen  
Marleny Alvarado Cano  
Isaiah Lamont Anderson  
Noah Matthew Angka^ §>  
Joyanna Lillian Ankrom  
George Anzures  
Mariana Isabel Apolonio-Tellez^ §>  
Jordyn Saige Arnold  
Amayr Muhammad Babar^ §>  
Jesica Marrie Babcock  
James Earl Bacchus Jr  
Tyler Shane Baggett  
Jayden Jeffrey Bailey  
Miranda Lee Bancroft  
Amber Elizabeth Barham  
Demonte Eugene Barnes  
Keonte Antonio Barnes  
Antonio Copin Bassett Jr  
Ronald Eugene Bell Jr.  
Kaylee Rae Bell^>  
Brandon Edward Bellows  
Skylar Adrian Benton^>  
Collin Drew Bernstein^ §>  
Kaylie Deborah Bish  
Jamia Marshai Blair  
Angelina Monea Bodison  
Andrew Alexander Boone  
Jasen Christopher Bowers  
Cheyenne Nicole Boyce^ §>  
Michael Joel Bradshaw  
Talia Tamia Brinkley  
Andrea Chanae Britton  
Ali Marcellus Brooks  
Deni Tryll Brooks  
Aaliyah Sierra Brown  
Isaiah Keith Brown  
Caroline Paige Bruns^ §>  
Nathaniel Bernard Buetow  
Fletcher Storm Bulaong  
Aidan Michael Bunting  
Anna Grace Burchett^>  
Madison Rose Burgos^ §>  
Jacob Theodore Butts^  
Andrea Rachel Caci  
Dilan Stuardo Campos Soriano  
Davenia Danyah Seantia Carpenter  
Aliyana Patricia Carrington  
Marques Tyron Cephas  
Ebonie Faith Chamberlain^>  
Sarobi Antonae Chance  
Michael Warren Chapman  
Javan Joseph Chase  
Elijah Deon Chestnut  
Lauren Nicole Claar  
Hayli Marie Cohen  
Kevah Yahniece Coles^ §>  
Jaron Antonio Concepcion^  
Trevor James Conover  
Angelica Faith Corona^ §>  
John Steven Crumpler  
Ian Riley Cryderman^ §  
Justin Ryan Cummings  
Gavin Parker Daily  
Misty Je‘ Nisha Delouatch  
Johnny Mack Demetris  
Kody Ellen Demetris^ §>  
Jason Devera Briniae Dixon  
Deserae Rose Dodge  
Gary Austin Drake  
Brianna Prayer Eason  
Korra Danyel Eason  
Jada Nicole Edwards  
Moumen Mohamed Elbakary^ §>  
Kavion Isaiah Evans^>  
X’azion Zemiri Evans  
Cierra Mason Fairbanks^ §>  
Trinity Nicole Flint  
Antoine Lamont Flora Jr  
Benjamin Mathew Flory-Crews^ §>  
Kierra Simone Foster  
Jacob Stephen Fox  
Lyric Jewel Frey  
Gavin Michael Friday  
Gabriel Miguel Fuster-Blankenship  
Belicia Hannah Gallimore  
Jalan Ethan Ganje  
Willan Alexander Garcia Castillo  
Luis Angel Garcia Correa  
Cameron Shane Gardner  
Zaviera Grace Gaston^ §>  
Dennis Javan Gatling Jr  
Deovionn Chinyce Gaynor  
Zimrhan Gregory Gibson  
Susan Alexis Glinka  
Gavin George Gontarek^ §>  
Yesenia Marisol Gonzalez  
Jordan Damaris Goodwin  
Adrian Rex Romano Gordola  
Mason David Gorney  
Marteon Terrance Granberry  
Dasaun Arkel Gray  
Jalen Rushard Gray  
John Marquel Gray  
Jazmyne Denise Green  
Toryn Lenai Green  
Naiya Juanita Green-Whitely  
Callie Madison Griffin  
Caleb Liner Grimes  
Danielle Marie Grothe  
Michael Conner Guevara^ §>  
Faith Frances Hall^ §  
Shane Martin Hallwirth^ §  
William Jacob Hanrahan^ §>  
Sumama Haque^ §>  
Shawn Riley Harmon  
Caitlyn Rose Harned  
Daniel Immanuel Harrison^ §>  
Nicolas Theodore Hatzopoulos  
Jerkira Latrece Hawkins  
Perla Hernandez^>  
Junere Alexander Herrera  
Nya Nicole Herrera  
Tyson Nolen Herrera  
Kahleh Scott Herrin^  
Vernon Malik Hill  
Willie Otto Hinton IV  
Zechariah Edward Hodge  

^ Denotes 4.0 and above GPA  
§ Denotes Science and Medicine Academy  
> Denotes members of the National Honor Society  
Bold Denotes Honor Graduate, 2.75 and above GPA
William Henry Holcombe
Anthony Kaine Hollifield
Matthew Elbert Holslin
Madelyn Delaney Horigan ^§>
Jacob Matthew House
Jordan Bryce Howard^
Demonnae Ardnec Hurdle
Laura Lee Hurley
David Michael Hylton
Kelsey Marie Iannia^
Voltar Erwin Gonzales Ignacio Jr
Kobe Mc’Kael Iraldo
Lathan Daniel Isom Jr^>
Chris Allen Jackson
Tia Zhane James
Kendall Kevin Jeffers Jr
Logan Tyler Jeffords
Ciara Renee Jenkins
Marlon Ricco Jenkins Jr
Marguerite Ellen Jenson ^§
Benjamin Ryan Johnson ^§>
Kiana Nicholl Johnson
Kumani Reshanti Johnson
Riley Grace Johnson ^§>
Tierra Arianna Johnson
Zakara Nicole Johnson
Melvin Leon Jones
Gabriella Ann Kauffman^
Zoe Elizabeth Kauffman^
Kinara Ashira Shirley Kee^> La’Dasha Qai’Na Kelly
Joshua Emmanuel Kent
Devis Mandell Kirby^
Shyanne Nikole Kline ^§>
Cameron Micheal Knight
Christopher Michael Knight
Sidney Nina Knighton
Ashlyn Jo Kohler
Trey Russell LaForge
Ethan David Landers^§>
Zechariah Tre Shawn Lanier
Destiny Monae’ Lawrence^>
Ziya Sonya-Michelle Lawrence ^§>
Matthew Vincent Lee ^§>
Jacob Adam Leonard^
Kelsey Darnell Little Jr
Miylik Devontae Little
Jaime Michelle Locklear^> Vincent George Lozy ^§>
Cameron Anthony Lupton
Marisol Luivano-Rodriguez
Aurianna Serenity Lynn
Kya Symone Madison ^§
Jaishain Carlston Michiah Mardenborough
Timothy David Marker ^§>
Greta Katherine Marle ^§>
Destiny Paige Marques
Torrance Lavalle Marshall
Kianna Ann Marie Martin
Joshua Riley Mason
Courtney Ann Matson^
Allison Renee’ McCallister^
Britney Lynn McCallister ^§>
Alora Deonyn McClanahan
Marquis Morgan McGee
Michael Edward McGowan
Maykala Ariel McKennelly
Marianne Rose McLawhorn-Lafayette
Victoria Jade McMillion
Briona Kayla McPherson ^§>
William Andrew McRoberts ^§>
Xavier Israel Melo
Jasmin Nicole Messina
Jonathan Thomas Meyer
Jayln Nichelle Midgette
Darrien Jacob Miles
Jorge Tomas Millan Santos
Daniel O’Neil Miller
Angel Shanae Mills^
Braedon Scott Mills
Trinity Janae Mills
Odell Lee Ming IV
Cierra Marie Dawn Mitchell
Gabrielle Olivia Mitchell ^§>
Jada Symone Mitchell^>
Kierra Janae Mitchell
Courtney Catherine Morelos
Precious Monique Morris
Colin Christopher Morris ^>
Heath Michael Motley
Brandon Darrell Motton Jamison
Laci Anise Mourning-Hadnot
William Alexander Munoz ^>
Zajae Iyannah Murph
Brittany Nicole Murray
Jaquala Marie Murry- Hamm
Makayla Doschaney Myles^>
Eljah Dwaine Neal
Giavanna Lynn Neuman ^>
Emily Mae Newman ^§>
Pete Wabua Ngwa ^§>
Madeline Nicole Norman
Akaylah Ainsley Nunez
Desean Orange
Jesau Xavier Overby
Brianna Charisse Parker
Zoey Abigayle Parkinson ^§>
Todd Allen Parks Jr ^*>
Pratham Mahesh Patel ^§>
Samuel James Paulson^>
Saniya Renai Payne-Swinton
Kiara Iyana Pearl
Christianna Elizabeth Renee Peck
Ariana Alexi Pena *
Katherine Eizzahbia Penalosa
Casey Blake Pepper
Virginia Audrey Perry^>
Owen Foster Persinger
Symone Anye Phillips
Rosemarie Nicole Pierre
Lexialan Pimentel Ramirez
Devin Riley Pittman^>
Christian Isaiah Plume
Sarah Elizabeth Poirier ^§>
Sydney Ann Pollard
Xavier Daniel Porman
Oscar Orlando Portillo Lopez
Joann Marie Prince
Tazmen Tremaine Pugh
Brian Levin Pulley Jr
^ Denotes 4.0 and above GPA
§ Denotes Science and Medicine Academy
> Denotes members of the National Honor Society
Bold Denotes Honor Graduate, 2.75 and above GPA
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Adian Todd Rankin^>
Kennie Leilani Rascoe^>
Kelly Sky Raybon
Breoyea Renee Reese
Keith Earl Reese Jr
Amanda Grace Rhyne
Jordan Ashleigh Rice
Robert Lee Richardson Jr
Roshell Renae Richardson
Zachary Shane Richardson^>
Brandon Tymar Ricks
Julianne Michelle Ritter^ §>
Shamya Niasia Robbins
Skylar Anne Roberts
Ethan Faustin Robinson
Christian Teobaldo Rodriguez
Francisco Daniel Romero Mendoza
Lauren Ruiz Gonzalez^ §
Sofia Linda Ruiz§
Cheyenne Judea Russell^>
Zion Emmanuel Saleem
Taylor Nicole-Alexandria Samuels-Thompson
Daniela Gisselle Sanchez Montes
Nina Briana Santana^ §>
Jack Thomas Sapp
Ali Houssain Sareini^ §>
Jason Seth Saulsberry
Sirlance Hite Sawyer Jr
Nina Diane Sawyer
Naomi Grace Schaffer
Kya Mae Scharf
Angel Andrea Scott
Ian Nicholas Scott
Matthew Ryan Sells
Anuj Dharmesh Shah^ §>
Durand Raneir Kwameil Sherrod-Cuφee
Christopher Rey Sherwood Jr
Danny Edward Shipp
Noah Matthew Shirley
Briota Diamond-Anjel Simmons
Samuel Raymond Simmons III
Trevor Joseph Sinclair
Thaimeek Leo Sloan
Aaron Oliver Smith Jr
Chelsey Leigh Smith
Darby Hope Smith^ §
Gabriel Kristoffer Smith
Jadyn Tania Smith
Kira Francois Smith
Palmer Davis Smith^ §>
Zariyah Ahmani Sparrow
Alena Jay Starling^ §>
Trion Elijah Sydmore
Leslie-Elizabeth Rose Sykes
Alexander Loki Tarrant
Ahlaya Janae Taylor
Cheyanne Leah Taylor
Aaron Thompson Tenney^>
Jmarkis Lareyon Thomas-Lassiter
Riley Kathryn Thompson^ §>
Jassiel Isai Tinoco
Khadija Marie Toxey^>
Catherine Barri Traynham^>
Jaida Monet Tucker
Madison Leigh Turner
John Archie VanDevender III
Alonta Desmond Vann
Brook-Lynn Jade Voiles
Anthony Michael Vreeland
Tho Hoang Vu^ §>
Allison Eileen Walker^ §>
Kameron Gregory Walker
Shaela Renea Walker
Amber Rose Walters
Jacob Marshall Ward
Christopher Horace Watson
Brayden Boyd Weidner^>
Alyaha Gemise White
Charlessia Toni White
Destiny Nicole White
Amari Zhane Whittaker
Alaceyia Donshay Wilburn^>
Christopher Dale Wilkins
Braxton Christopher Williams
Deja Monique Williams^>
Hannah Nicole Williams
Marco Diontae Williams
Messiah Daiyan-Rafiq Williams
Tyler Jefferson Williams
Abreale Quinn Wilson^>
Makaila Emily Winfield
Jayden Lewis Woods
Alexis Elizabeth Wotring^ §>
Jazmyne Ariyanna Wright
Tylik Jameel Yancey
Alexandria Elizabeth Georgette Zacherl
Trinity Rose Marie Zelinsky^ >

^ Denotes 4.0 and above GPA
§ Denotes Science and Medicine Academy
> Denotes members of the National Honor Society
Bold Denotes Honor Graduate, 2.75 and above GPA.
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Senior Class Officers
Marteon Terrance Granberry, President
Ethan David Landers, Vice President
Kavion Isaiah Evans, Secretary
Kinara Ashira Shirley Kee, Treasurer
Shawn Riley Harmon, Reporter
Madison Rose Burgos, Historian
Hannah Nicole Williams, Chaplain
Danny Edward Shipp, Parliamentarian

Class Advisors
Mr. Chauncey Foreman
Mrs. Heather Ely

Administration
Brian G. Haughinberry, Principal
Shante’ D. Asprey, Assistant Principal
Craig W. Daniel, Assistant Principal
Christine M. Sperelakis-Babb, Assistant Principal
Jason P. Walker, Assistant Principal

Alma Mater
Hail to thee, Our Alma Mater
Loud your praise we sing.
May our faculty and students,
Glory to you bring.
Deep Creek High School, loved of old,
Hark upon the gale.
Hear the thunder of our chorus,
Alma Mater, hail.
DEEP CREEK HIGH SCHOOL SCHOLARSHIPS
CLASS OF 2020

**Demilade Oluwatimilehin Adewole**
- University of Virginia Achievement Award (renewable) $17,653
- Texas Christian University's Faculty Scholarship (renewable) $20,000
- William and Mary Merit Scholarship (renewable) $12,640
- Virginia Commonwealth University Dean’s Scholarship (renewable) $8,000
- Ithaca College Scholarship (renewable) $20,000
- University of Maryland Merit Scholarship (renewable) $12,000
- Mason Distinction Award (renewable) $2,000
- University of Mary Washington Presidential Award (renewable) $5,000
- Pearls Scholarship $1,000
- Howard University Capstone Scholarship (renewable) $22,000
- University of Richmond University Grant (renewable) $41,050
- Anchor Scholarship $2,500
- Wings Over America Scholarship $4,200
- Mary Baldwin University Academic Scholarship (renewable) $24,000

**Mariana Isabel Apolonio-Tellez**
- University of Mary Washington Talon Award $5,000
- University of Mary Washington Virginia Grant Scholarship $1,000
- Hollins University-Hollins Grant (renewable) $2,500
- Hollins University-Hollins Scholar (renewable) $28,000
- Bridgewater College McKinney Ace Scholarship (renewable) $30,000
- Bridgewater College General Grant $1,200
- Virginia Commonwealth University Academic Achievement Grant (renewable) $3,000
- Virginia Commonwealth University Gateway Grant $2,000
- Virginia Commonwealth University Virginia Merit Award (renewable) $3,000
- Old Dominion University Presidential Scholarship $6,000
- Roanoke College Commonwealth Award $2,000
- Roanoke College Dean’s Award $21,000
- Roanoke College Supplemental Grant Award $7,589
- Radford University Highlander Distinction Scholarship (renewable) $4,000
- University of Lynchburg Hopwood Scholarship (renewable) $24,000
- University of Lynchburg Grant Award $5,600
- Longwood University Presidential Scholarship $4,000
- Mary Baldwin University Merit Scholarship $24,000
- Clarke-Wade Memorial Scholarship $300
- James Madison University Institutional Grant Award (renewable) $6,223

**Kaylee Rae Bell**
- McKinney ACE Scholarship (renewable) $27,000
- RC Commonwealth Award (renewable) $2,000
- Roanoke College Presidential Award (renewable) $23,000
- Mary Baldwin University Academic Scholarship (renewable) $22,000
- Marymount University Presidential Scholarship (renewable) $16,000
- Marymount Early Action Scholarship (renewable) $1,000
- Catawba Dean’s Scholarship (renewable) $14,000
- Hollins Recognition Award (renewable) $26,000
Cheyenne Nicole Boyce
Old Dominion University Merit Scholarship (renewable) $6,000
Radford University Highlander Distinction Scholarship (renewable) $4,000
University of Lynchburg Hopwood Scholarship (renewable) $24,000

Caroline Paige Bruns
The Virginia Eye Foundation Scholarship Fund (renewable) $8,000
Chesapeake Sports Club Scholarship $2,000

Ebonie Faith Chamberlain
Old Dominion University Crown Scholarship (renewable) $2,000

Justin Ryan Cummings
Shaw University Band Performance Scholarship $9,000
VSU Instrumental Music Performance Scholarship $1,500
VSU Instrumental Music Scholarship $2,500
Mississippi Valley State Band Scholarship $5,000
Mississippi Valley State University Band Scholarship (renewable) $3,000

Moumen Mohamed Elbakary
Old Dominion University Merit Scholarship (renewable) $6,000
University of Miami President Scholarship (renewable) $23,000
Flagship Scholar Non-resident Merit Scholarship (renewable) $23,834
University of South Alabama Freshman Admission Scholarship (renewable) $8,000
Mason Distinction Award (renewable) $2,000
University of Arizona Dean’s Exemplary Award $1,000
Chesapeake Hospital Authority Scholarship $2,500
Virginia Commonwealth University Presidential Scholarship (renewable) $25,000

Zaviera Grace Gaston
Randolph-Macon College Presidential Scholar Award (renewable) $2,500
Randolph-Macon College Trustee Award (renewable) $22,500
Margaret Francis Chapter No. 101 $760
Virginia Wesleyan University Merit Scholarship $20,000
St. Mary’s College of Maryland Trustee Scholarship (renewable) $10,000
St. Mary’s College of Maryland National Honors Award (renewable) $6,000
St. Mary’s College of Maryland Grant Award (renewable) $2,663
Roanoke College RC Commonwealth Award (renewable) $2,000
Roanoke College Dean’s Award (renewable) $21,000

Deovionn Chinyce Gaynor
The Ohio State University Alumni Association $1,500
University of North Carolina School of Arts Grant $5,000
Montclair State University Residence Grant (renewable) $8,000
Montclair State University National Student Scholarship $8,000
George Mason University VA Commonwealth Grant $5,000
Chesapeake Arts Alive Scholarship $300
Deep Creek Alumni Association $500
Helen P. Alkire Scholarship Fund (renewable) $5,000

William Jacob Hanrahan
Lucian Butler Memorial Scholarship (renewable) $2,000
Sumama Haque
Society of the Cincinnati Weedon Memorial Essay Contest $3,000
Kiwanis Scholarship $1,000
Virginia Commonwealth University Provost Scholarship (renewable) $16,000
Virginia Commonwealth University Gateway Grant $2,000

Willie Otto Hinton IV
Tiffin University Academic Athletic Scholarships (renewable) $15,000
Kentucky Wesleyan College Merit Scholarship (renewable) $6,500
Mary Baldwin University Merit Scholarship (renewable) $20,000
Virginia Wesleyan Academic Scholarship (renewable) $18,000
Roanoke College Maroon Award (renewable) $18,000
Roanoke College RC Commonwealth Award (renewable) $2,000
Randolph College Merit Scholarship (renewable) $8,000
Ohio Dominican Academic Excellence Scholarship (renewable) $15,000
Longwood Academic Scholarship (renewable) $8,500
Longwood Athletic Track Scholarship (renewable) $4,000
Alderson Broaddus Merit Scholarship (renewable) $8,000
Alderson Broaddus Athletic Scholarship (renewable) $25,000
McPherson College Academic Scholarship (renewable) $11,000
Hartwick College Judge William Cooper Scholarship (renewable) $36,000
York College Athletic Scholarship (renewable) $9,000
York College Academic Scholarship (renewable) $4,500
Chowan University Presidential Scholarship (renewable) $9,000
Methodist University Merit Scholarship (renewable) $19,000
Johnson and Wales Presidential Scholarship (renewable) $17,000
Regent Honors Scholarship (renewable) $7,000
Sterling College Academic and Athletic Scholarship (renewable) $14,000
Midway Academic Scholarship (renewable) $7,000
Midway University Athletic Scholarship (renewable) $8,000
Old Dominion University Academic Scholarship (renewable) $2,000
University of Lynchburg Trustee Scholarship (renewable) $21,000
Gardner Webb University Provost Scholarship (renewable) $13,000

Jordan Bryce Howard
University of Pittsburgh Bradford Panther Scholarship (renewable) $10,700
University of Pittsburgh Bradford Pitt Success Pell Match Award (renewable) $6,345
St. Andrews University Men’s Volleyball (renewable) $19,000
Norfolk State Provost Scholarship (renewable) $5,500
Seton Hall Merit Scholarship (renewable) $18,000
VSU Presidential Scholarship (renewable) $10,000
Virginia Wesleyan University Scholarship (renewable) $19,000
Marymount University Dean scholarship (renewable) $17,000
Rufus B. Atwood Prestigious Scholarship Award (renewable) $22,500

Joshua Emmanuel Kent
Old Dominion Merit Scholarship (renewable) $2,000

Cameron Micheal Knight
Virginia Union University Ambassador’s of Sound Marching Band (renewable) $8,000

Jaime Michelle Locklear
DCHS PTSA Scholarship $500
Old Dominion University Merit Scholarship (renewable) $6,000
Regent University Merit Scholarship (renewable) $9,000
A-OK Student Reward Program $500
Youth Bowling Scholarship $300
Hugo A. Owens Middle School PTSA Scholarship $500

Vincent George Lozy
Hopwood Scholarship (renewable) $24,000
McKinney ACE Scholarship (renewable) $30,000

Greta Katherine Marle
Access UVA Scholarship II $11,264

Victoria Jade McMillion
Panther Merit Scholarship (renewable) $15,500

Gabrielle Olivia Mitchell
Virginia Wesleyan University Scholarship (renewable) $18,000

William Alexander Munoz
University of Dayton Dean's Merit Scholarship (renewable) $18,000
Virginia Commonwealth University Academic Achievement (renewable) $3,000
Virginia Commonwealth University Virginia Merit Award (renewable) $3,000
Bradley University Presidential Excellence Scholarship (renewable) $20,000
Wingate President's Seal Scholarship (renewable) $37,800
Wingate Grant Award (renewable) $1,000
University of Delaware Destination Delaware Scholar (renewable) $10,000
Gannon University Knight Achievement Award (renewable) $18,000
Gannon University Gannon Diversity Award (renewable) $2,000
Michigan State University Non-Resident Merit Scholarship (renewable) $10,000
Michigan State University Presidential Study Abroad Scholarship $3,000
University of Bridgeport Trustee Scholarship (renewable) $20,000
Old Dominion University University Scholar Award (renewable) $6,000
University of Maryland Washington Presidential Honors Award (renewable) $4,000
Radford University Highlander Distinction Scholarship (renewable) $4,000
University of Dayton Forever Flyer Grant $18,340

Makayla Doschanel Myles
Mary Baldwin University Academic Scholarship (renewable) $20,000
Queen's University of Charlotte Merit Scholarship (renewable) $11,500
Virginia Wesleyan Merit Scholarship (renewable) $17,000
Radford University Highlander Distinction Scholarship (renewable) $3,000
VCU Freshman Scholarship (renewable) $2,500
Ferrum College Merit Scholarship (renewable) $19,000
Old Dominion University Merit Scholarship (renewable) $2,000

Giavanna Lynn Neuman
TCC Outstanding Scholar Award (renewable) $5,000

Emily Mae Newman
Old Dominion University Presidential Scholarship (renewable) $6,000
Joseph E. and Bertha White Harry Scholarship (renewable) $4,000

Brianna Charisse Parker
Widener University Presidential Pride Scholarship $132,000
Mary Baldwin University Academic Scholarship (renewable) $80,000
The University of Lynchburg Trustee Scholarship (renewable) $84,000
Hollins Recognition Award (renewable) $24,000

Zoey Abigayle Parkinson
Captain Redford Vinal Wheeler Jr. U.S.N Fund (renewable) $2,000
Old Dominion University Merit Scholarship (renewable) $6,000

Ariana Alexi Pena
Miss Deep Creek Scholarship $1,100
Virginia Tech Scholarship (renewable) $17,545
Liberty Academic Scholarship (renewable) $1,375
Liberty VA High Achievers (renewable) $800
Liberty Champion Award (renewable) $1,000
Liberty Middle America Scholarship (renewable) $5,195
Liberty Virginia Scholarship (renewable) $1,500
Radford University Highlander Distinction Scholarship (renewable) $3,000
Old Dominion University-Merit Scholarship (renewable) $4,000
The Catholic University of America- Merit Scholarship $22,000
Mary Baldwin University- Merit Scholarship $20,000
University of Lynchburg- Trustee Award (renewable) $21,000
George Mason University- Merit Scholarship (renewable) $16,000
Longwood Lancer Scholarship (renewable) $4,000

Sarah Elizabeth Poirier
Guilford College Nathan Hunt Scholarship (renewable) $25,000
Goucher College Mary Fisher Scholarship (renewable) $30,500
Roanoke College Commonwealth Award (renewable) $2,000
St. Mary’s College of Maryland National Honors Award (renewable) $6,000
Roanoke College Dean’s Award (renewable) $21,000
St. Mary’s College of Maryland Trustee Scholarship (renewable) $10,000
Washington College Scholarship (renewable) $32,000
Washington College Francis Waters Presidential Fellow Award (renewable) $2,000
Mary Baldwin University Merit Scholarship (renewable) $24,000

Amanda Grace Rhyne
Ferrum College Merit Scholarship (renewable) $33,080
Deep Creek High School PTSA Scholarship $500

Zachary Shane Richardson
Old Dominion University Instrumental Ensemble Music Scholarship (renewable) $1,000
Old Dominion University Merit Scholarship (renewable) $6,000

Julianne Michelle Ritter
Old Dominion University Merit Scholarship (renewable) $6,000
Virginia Wesleyan University Merit Scholarship (renewable) $24,000
Virginia Wesleyan University Visit Grant $1,000

Cheyenne Judea Russell
Mary Baldwin University Merit Scholarship $22,000
Mount St. Mary University Provost Scholarship (renewable) $26,000
University of Lynchburg Founder’s Scholarship (renewable) $23,000
MBU Future First Award $1,500
Virginia Commonwealth University Academic Achievement (renewable) $5,500
Virginia Wesleyan Scholarship (renewable) $20,000
Virginia State University Provost Scholarship and Service Award (renewable) $6,500
Bridgewater College McKinney ACE Scholarship (renewable) $29,600
Wingate University Presidential Scholarship (renewable) $28,000
Hampton University Undergraduate Merit Scholarship (renewable) $10,000
Joseph E. and Bertha White Harry Scholarship (renewable) $4,000

Anuj Dharmesh Shah
Virginia Commonwealth University Dean’s Scholarship (renewable) $8,000

Darby Hope Smith
Old Dominion University Merit Scholarship (renewable) $4,000

Deja Monique Williams
Merit Scholarship (renewable) $2,000
Presidential Academic Scholarship (renewable) $18,000
Virginia Wesleyan University Scholarship (renewable) $14,000
Highlander Distinction Scholarship (renewable) $12,000
Hollins Recognition Award (renewable) $24,000

Alexandria Elizabeth Georgette Zacherl
ODU Monarch Scholarship (renewable) $6,000